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EDITORIAL
Not a lot in this issue, but whose fault is that?
I'm sure most of you have some good photos you'd love
to see in Skysailor or some good stories to send in. We'll
send photos back if they have a name and address on
the back, Oh! and by the way, they don't have to be
black and white, we just prefer them that way. Anyway get high, stay high, go far, hang out, hang back and come
through at the finish.
Leo Arundell
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THE DUMP SPECIAL
I started learning to fly in March
1986 with my friends CB200, and after
Thirty launches off a 60 foot hill and one
from a 300 foot hill, I had my first tow. It
was in a Mars 170. I towed to the end of the
paddock with about 600 foot height. I went
prone for the first time and did my first 360 0
turn as well as nosing in for the first time
and bending my first upright, all on my first
tow.
The chap who owned the Mars packed it
up and took it home so I then borrowed the
friends Meteor 190 (he also owned the
CB200) and had two more tows in it. By
this time I was well and truly hooked and
bought into the Meteor. That's when the
problems started , one kite and two flyers.
One would sky out and head off XC while
the other sat in the
tow paddock and
sulked. We solved
the problem by buying another old Meteor 170 and then
both updating, Mick
to a GTR162 and
myself to a Foil
170B.

middle of the farmers 300 acre paddock.
This he does not like, and as I'm a farmer
as well, I can sympathise with him. The
best way around this problem that I could
see was to build a winch so that you only
have a motorbike running up and down the
300 acres.
Now the biggest problem I could see was
how to accurately measure the 240-250 Ib
pressure on the line as the winch hauls up
the glider. (Eds note : This seems fairly
high)
The winching Poms idea of using the rear
wheel of a car and running the rope
through pulleys Skysailor (July 1987)
looked good, but I thought it could be
improved on.

it was obvious that an independent suspension diff had to be used to allow this
movement. I chose a Datsun 180B for th is
purpose because there was one lying up at
the local dump on it's roof. I removed the
rear suspension diff and all in about 20
minutes.
Now the first problem encountered was
the fact that the movement in an independent suspension was up and down, not back
and forward as required in a winch . To
overcome this the whole suspension diff
and all was mounted vertically on two
bearers. Now we had back and forward
movement of the wheels but the diff and
tailshaft was pointing vertically to the
ground . The diff housing proper was un bolted from its mounting position in the
suspension and rotated 90 degrees so it
now pointed horizontally. A new mounting
plate was made up and the diff bolted to it.
I now had the diff and tailshaft mounted
vertically to allow for the movement.
The next problem
was that with the
coil springs and
shock absorbers
removed I had
about 3 feet of
travel in each
wheel hub. This
was too much , so
a rod was attached to the
frame and passed
through a convenient hole in
the suspension
strut with stops on
the rod to limit the
movement
to
about 2" to 3" either side
of
centre . Next to
monitor the line
pressure.
We
have had excellent results from
our tow meter
which uses a hydraul ic
brake
master cylinder
and
pressure
gauge calibrated
for towing.

Alas, the problems
did not end here, as
most of our summer
flying, in fact 99% of
it is tow launches,
and we have a great
tow paddock 2 klms
long with gates that
will open up to give
us 5 klms if we desire. We do not want
to lose this site especially when you con sider that in less than
Datsun 180B Hang Gliding Winch - Ross Williams
2 years of flying Mike
has done a 75 kim
My basic thoughts were to construct a
XC and a couple of 40 kim XC's. Guy
Hubbard has done an 80 kim out and
winch that was powered by the back wheel
return (I made it halfway). I've also flown
of a car so you could use the motor, gear80 kim to just short of Goulburn and I've
box and diff as well as all the controls of the
lost count of the times I've flown the 10
vehicle and not have to go to the expense
, duplicated this and attached it to the
klms to the Golf Club where you land on
and trouble of duplicating all these .
shock absorber mounting bracket on the
the 1st fairway and have a beer before you
outer axle support bearing on the wheel.
As for the winch , I thought the best way to
pack up your kite. What's the problem you
All this time I had been developing only one
monitor the line pressure was to have a
ask, well with all this towing over summer
side of the diff to use as a winch . I thought
drum that could move back and forward
you end up with a worn track right up the
that if I could get one side to work I could
with varying line tensions so that this
then duplicate everything to the other side
movement could be monitored. To do this
at a later date.
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For my first winch drum I used a 14" Datsun rim cut down with two
Hargen Saw Blades welded to either side (I did take the precaution to
cut the teeth off the saw blades).
To power the winch my ute is driven up beside the winch and jacked
up with the drivers side wheel removed. The tailshaft is bolted to the
utes wheel studs via an adaptor plate and the offside rear wheel is
secured with a length of chain to stop it from turning. The winch is then
anchored using old axles as pins to be driven into the ground. This is
really necessary as the winch will not move even up to weakling
breaking pressure but it's first drum was not strong enough and the
sides kept splitting away from the rim.
Fortunately for me Hilton Trent came to the rescue and made up a
proper drum, but alas this also proved too weak to take the combined
pressure that is inflicted on the drum as the rope winds on at 240 Ib
pressure. So now I have redesigned the drum making it narrower and
with a greater diameter and hopefully this one will withstand the
pressure.
Thank you Hilton for the help you have given me.
The side of the diff that is not used as a winch is locked using the
existing handbrake and is set to release at around 300 Ib line
pressure. This allows the weak link to break at say 200lb line
pressure. But, if the brakes on the ute are applied then the Kinetic
energy from the spinning winch drum will not break anything because
the first thing to give is the offside axle that spins at pressure above
300 Ib, so the tailshaft , adaptor plate and Uni joints are all protected.
At the time of writing this the winch is ready for testing again with new

drum and with 1.57 mm single strand wire . If anyone can see
ways of improving on this idea I will be glad of their suggestions.
I think these photo's will explain what I've been trying to say

Ross Williams

Ol' EAGLE EYES
flight glasses -$96.00
* As worn by our World Champ and the Aust. Team

* Wrap-around , plain or fashion-style nylon 'Aviator frames

BORGELT VARIO
with "Speed Command" plus.
The World's most advanced hang glider vario designed by Mike Borgelt
with latest sailplane electronic technology and made in Australia.

$1 ,050

TOW GEAR

* UV and blue filtered for protection and enhanced vision in the
air
* CR 39 scratch resistant lenses
* Safety frames
* For ALL PILOTS

* Air Speed
* Total energy Variometer
* Altimeter
* Netto Variometer
* 30 sec. Averager
* 12 v Gel battery with separate

car recharger and back-up batteries
* Base bar or upright clamps

BATTERY CHARGERS

* Electronic Tow Meters $162
* Bridles - $33 .00

Charges from car socket
* Ni-cads - $45.00
* Weak link - $8.00
* Gell Cells - $55.00
* 5mm Tow Rope (250m) $35 (let me know size)
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YOUR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
or less dramatically PARACHUTE and
EQUIPMENT CARE.
The purpose of this chat Is to shed
some light on our back-up systems_ IT
IS NOT AN ARTICLE ON HOW TO REPACK YOUR PARACHUTE I suggest
you leave the packing to someone who
is skilled and does it often_

- (chute to carabineer)
Be sure that the locking gate of your biner
faces forward and the chut bridle is on the
solid back section of the biner
(see figure).

Some systems really have to be seen to be
believed, you have possibly seen the
same yourself. Someone asks you to hold
the front wires of their glider and give them
a hang check. You look back at their
attachment point and see a mass of loops,
twists, knots and carabineers which appears as though their second interest is
macrame, something that would do Houdini and Rubic proud. So lets take a look at
the system.

Your harness, carabineer, hang loops,
parachute are all parts of the system . As
with any system they are only as good as
the weakest link. So lets go through the
system link by link.

G.] U. •• •·iU IHE ·.I-fARt-JESS ./ •.• UU V
Most are well constructed, and if properly
maintained are structurally sound . If you
are not sure about your harness ask your
dealer or the manufacturer about the testing that has been done to ensure that it
was designed and built properly. REGULAR INSPECTION of your harness is recommended. Check the stitching on the leg
loops and main support/attachment
points.

Previously most pilots used a single aluminum carabineer and in some cases two
(one for safety). Aluminum carabineers
are strong enough (between 1,800 to
2,700 kg) when new, but they are more
susceptible to damage than steel biners. I
strongly recommend that you buy a 5,000
kilo steel carabineer (available from Aerial
Technics, Airspace or Moyes Gliders).
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It is also a good idea to connect the chute
bridle to the main harness support with a
shackle or quick link (shackle type RF625
5,500kg and available from Hunts Marine
or your local boat shop). This insures that
if your carabiner or hang loops did fail, you
would still be connected to your harness.

G.]

U < THE HANd ·toops

<V

Make sure that your hang loops (yes two of
them - the main and safety), are in good
shape. It is recommended by those that
know that they should be replaced once a
year or more often if they show signs of
wear.

Most older chutes were made with one
inch tubular nylon bridles. This material, if
properly sewn, will break at 4,000 Ibs.
There have been two cases in which the
pilot successfully deployed in an emergency but the bridle was severed by glider
wires or hardware on the glider. Fortunately neither pilot was badly hurt. Todays
standard is one-inch flat solid webbing,
type 18 or 24. Properly sewn is good for
6,000 Ibs, but more importantly is less
likely to be severed if you deploy. The
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bridle length should be at least twenty feet.
if the bridle does not reach the end of the
wing there is a possibility of the lines tangling on a batten or tip strut. Put a sheath
over your bridle to protect it from "UV" and
"wear and tear". Some harnesses have
provisions for this, but it is a simple task to
get a cover made.

Standard conical parachutes are the most
common type used in hang gliding. The
other type is the pulled-down apex chute
which has a line in the centre that holds the
apex of the canopy down to increase the
inflated diameter, thus reducing sink rate.
They are faster opening, but opening
shock is a function of opening time; the
faster the opening the higher the opening
load. The early pulled-down apex chutes
had this problem , but the more modern
type have improved on the design and still
have the faster opening times with a reduced opening load. Store yourflying gear
in a cool and dry place - not necessarily
next to your best suit, but close-by!

One of the modern miracle fibres, was
used by some parachute manufacturers
for a short time, but due to its low stretch
qualities which caused high shock loads
on opening, and being susceptible to abrasion (unless coated like some sail-cloths),
kevlar wasn't such a good idea for the use
of bridles and suspension lines.

G> THe: DEPLOYMENT BAG

»

The purpose of the bag is to get the canopy
and lines away from the glider wreckage
cleanly and to provide a staged deployment. Most malfunctions during practice
deployments have centered around deployment bag problems. Most systems
rely on rubber bands and they MUST BE
REPLACED AT LEAST EVERY SIX
MONTHS. They should be replaced more
often if you live in hotter regions as the
metal grommets on the deployment bag
heats up and melt the rubber bands.
Some bags use a bungie for a final stow.
Bungies are better than rubber bands from
a wear point of view, but are more critical to
adjust-too loose and it will not do the job,

/

/

/'

too tight and the chute will not come out of
the container.
One of the better designs for a deployment
bags to date is a double over lapping flap
that uses rubber bands. The main advantage is that all the lines are stored in a
second layer pocket and this greatly reduces the chance of the lines becoming
entangled on deployment. The older open
ended bags worked well and saved many
live but, if the rubber bands were not up to
specification, the chute would just fall out
of the bag when the pilot tried to heave it

velcro is that many pilots are not strong
enough to pull the parachute out of the
container. (At a parachute seminar we
held, a pilot actually pulled the handle off
the deployment bag).
I guess it should be mentioned too that the
parachute container was desig ned to take
a parachute, funny about that! Cassettes,
spare socks and underpants are best kept
elsewhere and there are a few pilots that
can vouch for this.

o~ USETHECORRECTS~ERUBBER

BANDS. Some lines are thinner than others, if so, do not double the rubber bands
over the lines as they will tangle when you
deploy. Use smaller rubber bands.

e H JH~SAFEtXPI~LO¢KS9
IFYOU DO NOTHAVEAPIN LOCKSYSTEM - GET ONE. The only thing worse
than not wearing aparachute is having one
that can deploy by accident . It is quite a
simple job to fit the system, two grommets,
and two locking pins sewn to the deployment handle. Some harness manufacturers used two inch velcro on the parachute
container to try and prevent accidental
deployment. The problem with two inch

( • • THE DEPLOYMENT SEQUE~CE)
LOOK, GRASP, PULL, LOOK, THROW,
PULL, LOOK for the handle. GRASP the

handle. PULL the deployment bag from
the container. LOOK for an area of clear
air, avoid wires, tubes and sail. THROW
towards the clear air, and into the direction
of the spin. If the circumstances allow,
PULL on the bridle.
When you are under the canopy, stand up
in the control bar if you can find it, or climb
to the highest point possible in the glider.
Let the glider take as much impact as
possible. It may be
possible to steer the
glider by weight
shift away from
power wires, freeways, and land into
the wind.
PRACTICE the first
two steps in flight,
and prior to each
repack, hang-up
your harness in the
garage and practice
the complete sequence. DO NOT
DO
IN-FLIGHT
PRACTICE
DEPLOYMENTS. They are dangerous.
Practice in a simulator. Memorize the
deployment sequence until it is instinctive.
In practice deployments in the simulator,
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deployment times range from three to ten seconds. Assuming
your broken glider is falling at 60 mph (88 fps) a three second
deployment is 264 feet, while if you take ten seconds you will fall
884 feet.

Eli )

<·.·.• • >• • i • •·.? • •

···>.?H?·i:JALLI?TIC•.PARACHUTE?./••.

ROCKET- DEPLOYED systems seem to have the most to offer
hang glider pilots for future systems. It's very fast getting the
chute out, yet has almost no recoil. It is an integral that is installed
in the harness.

iV 6 • / « · . . . . . . .•.•.•. . . . . •.•.•. >

There are four types of mechanically deployed parachute systems.
SPRING systems that deploy a pilot chute that pulls the main
chute out of the container. Possibly the worst of both worlds.
There are relatively slow like hand deployments and are remotelymounted.
Being mechanical in nature they might not work in some cases. In
all remotely-mounted systems it is possible that the glider wreckage could get in the way of the deployment.
PROJECTILE systems use a weighted slug fired electrically or
mechanically with a gun powder charge. This slug pulls the chute
from it's container allowing for a one and a half second deployment. It's advantage is speed, it's disadvantages are a high recoil
and it's size, weight and remote mechanical nature.
MORTAR systems use a powder charge fire a pressure-packed
canopy out of a tube, like a cannon ball. This system is also very
fast. It's major draw back is the very high recoil. It would in most
cases break whatever structure it was mounted to on deployment,
and of course it's remote and mechanical.

ULTRAVIOLET . ..................................................\ ••..

ii)

All of the nylon, dacron, polyester and Kevlar materials used in
hang gliding will become weaker from exposure to the sun.
Sunlight causes more deterioration to your sail than the stresses
of airtime. Do not set up your glider until you are ready to fly and
break it down as soon as you land. Keep you r harness out of the
direct sunlight. There is not a great deal of information written on
UV deterioration, but if you exposed you parachute to the summer
sun for one week (out of the container) it would reduce its strength
by 52%1 (And that is without considering holes in the ozone layer). So keep your gear out of the sun as much as possible.
Weill hope I have shed some light on the subject of parachutes
and equipment care. If your gear is not up to scratch you can
make a few small changes to remove those weak links for a much
safer system.
I am compiling a video on parachutes at present and when it is
completed will arrange some seminars where we can view the
footage, hang in a simulator and practice deploying our chutes.
I would like to thank Rob Kells from Wills Wings in the USA, who
provided the thread from which this article was woven .

by CHRIS BOYCE

HELP OUR AUSTRALIAN TEAM TO DEFEND THE WORLD
TITLE AT FlESCH, SWITZERLAND IN 1989
By buying one of these "AUSTRALIA, the WORLD CHAMPIONS" TShirts for $25 you will be helping boost the team fund for the next
Worlds.
The T-shirt is a top quality, "Hanes style, tube sleeve, ribbed neck,
100% cotton T-shirt with Julius Makk's excellent four colour design.
In addition you will get an "I helped the Australian Hang Gliding Team"
car sticker.
It costs a lot of money to send, accomodate, feed and train an eight
man team plus manager and the bigger the team fund, the better our
chances are of retaining our title.
Please send me __ "AUSTRALIA, the WORLD CHAMPIONS" T-shirt(s) and car
sticker(s). I enclose cheque/money order for $ _ _ (Cheques payable to "Aust. Team
Fund"). Size (S ,M,L,XL) _ _
Name ____________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
___________________________ Postcode _____________
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Ansett / Fosters Glider Wash

Dear Sue,
Your mayday call for more photographs
has been received across the Tasman. t
resulted in replacing the counterweight for
the dive stick - mounted movie camera - an
eight inch long spanner - with a still camera. Unfortunately you can't print the
movie we are just taking above the Kaimai
range.
The pilot in the glider to the left is Tony
Belcher, whom I wish to thank for the great
flying he introduced me to , here in NZ . The
hang gliding season has just started, but
we have been flying all through winter,

mainly weekends and I have logged 30 hrs
from a, dozen different sites. Being
blessed with so many great sites at one's
fingertips , its hard to imagine the long drive
from Perth to Albany. Some concern of ou r
recent activities has been expressed in the
local paper.
Best regards
Helmut Schrodel - HGAWA

East OLD comp be ing for the whole 9
days.

Dear Wesley,
We would really appreciate if you could put
a notice in Jan Skysailor about the MT
WIDGEE COMPETITION - to be held on
Saturday 16 March to Sunday 27 March
1989 during the OLD school holidays ; Sth

Camping is available at the Widgee show
grounds at cheap rates, also even ing
meals and drinks.

/

It is an open comp, split into A and B grade
and will be on the National ladder.
It will be photo turn points and pilots will
need: altimeter, vario , parachute and radio
communication , plus camera.

Entrance Fee - $80
Payable to Jack Nash
7 Almanite Ave
RAINBOW BEACH 4581
(071) 863166

Deer Ed
This article was in column 8 of the Sydney
Morning Herald on the 9/12/88 :
"A St anwell Park hang gliding instructor
has developed a T-shirt to mark the fact
there have been no fatal hang gliding
accidents th is year. His T-sh irt reads :REMEMBER WHEN SEX WAS SAFE
AND HANG GLIDING DANGEROUS".

Helmut Schrodel
FEBRUARY
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THE BOGONG CUP
The inaugural 80gong Cup was
the Victorian hang gliding community's latest attempt at getting people
to pay for the privilege of jumping off
hills, flying around in circles and
going up.
The competition was successfully
run by the Northeast Victorian Hang Gliding club with forty one competitors and
about half a dozen other lemmings that
kept jumping off to check conditions.
Mt Emu is a tree covered peak that
rises just over three thousand feet above
the head of the Kiewa valley. The takeoff is
cut out of the top on the southwest side of
the mountain. The crown being originally
cleared as a helicopter landing pad. The
wind on takeoff can vary from nothing, to
good cycles coming up from all directions.
Getting off is usually a matter of waiting for
a cycle to bring the wind on and concentrating on a good takeoff and flying away
from between the trees which are not that
far away. Mt Emu is a fantastic place for
an early morning or late afternoon glide.
for
Morning being especially good
adequately experienced novices to have a
high glide with a steady breeze usually
found on takeoff before 11 am. Evening's
often a few keen pilots running hard into
the light wind or still air to enjoy a long
buoyant glide the few kilometers across
the valley floor to the Bogong Pub. An
impromptu aerobatics display often occurred on arrival over the pub as the fliers
usually had well over a thousand feet to
waste and couldn't resist a crowd. Landing
was affected at the paddock opposite the
pub, which was also goal for much of the
competition.

lady, who's services fortunately weren't
needed) she collected the highly prized
mounted steering wheel. A mounted potty
was the prize for the "No Shit There I Was"
award, won by Andrew Phillips for his
exciting narratives of his epic flights. The
Good Buddy Box Award , a beautifully
mounted CB mike, was awarded to Leo
Arundell for his constant occupancy of
the airwaves and Ian O'Neill cleaned up
with the Tail-Ender's Award and was presented with a tastefully mounted horse's
arse.
Of course I can't go on without
mentioning the least sought but always
awarded perpetual daily prize, the Cock up
Award. This is a yard glass filled with an
actual piece of bulls anatomy in metho. It
was awarded at each mornings briefing to
the pilot who had the most exciting
moment during the previous days flying.
Like Colin Johnson's attempt at simultaneously flying under some powerlines and
landing with one wing on a fence. Or there
was Russell Dobson's feat of connecting
his wingtip with a wind sock and tree
stump, bouncing his base bar off the
ground and still managing to fly half way to

The pilots competed furiously for
some coveted trophies. The Boots With
Roots Award was one, being a elegantly
mounted old boot sprouting roots and
given to the pilot who lingers longer than
anyone else on the launch. It was eventually won by Dave Adams after strong
showings by a few skilled launch vegetables. The Downtube Dingers Award, a
mounted piece of snapped aerofoil was
hotly contested but eventually won by Ian
Rees. Not to be forgotten the drivers were
represented by Pat Warren (the First Aid
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the turn point from Mt Emu. Quote for the
next day went to Dobo on Mt Emu launch,
he said in a quavering voice "I'm shitting
myself." as he stood on the ramp. Needless to say his launch was very good.
Prizes! Prizes! Prizes! There were
daily awards of plastic model Hang
Gliders given at random as they had too
many prizes. In fact every award winner
won a prize kindly donated by a local
business, like dinner for two or vouchers
for goods etc. The work done by the local
Mt Beauty pilots in drumming up support
for the competition was greatly appreciated by all.
The weather was mostly conducive
to people being forced to takeoff, fly
round in circles, go up and flyaway. The
only invalid day was caused by a strong
head wind which saw an insufficient
number of competitors fly the 10 km's
needed for validity. This day was a split
round between Mt Buffalo and Mt Emu.
While no one flew far at all from Buffalo,
Marlies Eicher blitzed the Emu field when
she landed further downwind after making the turn point than most people made
towards the headwind turnpoint . it was a

Unrelated Photo / Killarney - - Wayne Lee
1 989

pitty that the day was called invalid . Heuey cooperated
perfectly by turning the weather wet and overdeveloped on
the designated rest day, new years day.
The people of Mount Beauty were friendly and
cooperative, including the farmers , thanks to some precomp contact by the organizers.
The owner of the Bogong Hotel generously donated
a $230 trophy which is the Bogong Cup as well as some
wine for the winners of some days. We were also treated
to coffee or tea at the morning pilot briefings in the pub to
fire up some peoples brain cell reduced body's. Many
thanks must go to the proprietors Jane and Terry Carrington . Thanks must also go to Pyles Coaches, Mero's Bistro,
Mt Beauty Pharmacy, Alan McDonald Meats, Mt Beauty
Caravan Park, Meg's Kitchen and Milkbar, S K Pearce
Supermarket, Towonga Store, Peter Mai Pty Ltd and the
Terminus Hotel in Albury. These sponsors helped to make
the competition a lot of fun and the success that it was.
After the task on the last day a spot landing was held
at the Bogong Pub before the presentations. As people
pigged on some excellent barbecued steaks and sausages
they were entertained by pilots flying their gliders at weird
angles of bank and attack and then trying to land on a the
spot. Colin Johnson evenwith the best. Second , third and
forth prizes were also handed out to the near missers.
Congratulations must go to the Northeast Victorian Hang
Gliding Club under the mentorshipof meethead Tony Dennis for
holding a very enjoyable and successful competition . Next year
will be bigger and better I'm sure, see you all there, same bat time
same bat channel.

FINAL PLACINGS
BOGONG CUP: Alan Beavis.
Runner up: Wesley Hill.
Third place: Kevin Klinefelter. (USA)
VICTORIAN OPEN: Alan Beavis.
Runner up: Wesley Hill.
Third place: Mike Rose.
INTERMEDIATE CLASS:
Peter Verhagen.
Runner up: Ray Kinder.
Third place: Russell Dobson.
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FABRIC: THE CLOTH IS HIGH TENACITY NYLON MADE
FROM BRIGHT YARN. IT IS HEAT AND LIGHT RESISTANCE
TREATED, HAVING A MELTING POINT OF 254 C . THE SHINY
FINISH GIVES FAST OPENING DUE TO LESS FABRIC TO
FABRIC RESISTANCE. THE ZERO POROSITY OF THE CLOTH
REDUCES DESCENT RATE AS NO AIR ESCAPES THROUGH
THE CLOTH.
SUSPENSION LINES: NYLON BRAIDED CORD
GIVING SHOCK ABSORPTION. 16 CARRIER LINES AT 180 KG
PER LINE.
SKIRT AND VENT TAPE:

25 MM WIDE RIBBON

WOVEN TAPE. 200 KG STRENGTH.

SPECIFICATIONS:

sa

AREA- 28
FT
AIR PERMEABILlTY- 0 CFM
RATE OF DESCENT· 4·6 MIS
DEPLOYMENT TIME· 2 SECS AT 80 KM PER HOUR

PRICE: $450.00
DEALERS ENQUIRIES INVITED
UNIT 12, 30 KALAROO RD.,
REDHEAD 2290.

PH:049 499072; FAX:049 499072
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1. Steve Blenkinsop. - 1st Place

EUNGELLA '88

2. Danny Sctt - 2nd Place

-- by Chris MCDonald
5. (Centre) Unknown pilot having a good time

3. Phil Pritchard juggling a screwdriver for Graeme Etherton
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4. Les Carter spotting gliders approaching goal.
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BOGONG CUP -- FINAL RESULTS
1 ALAN BEAVIS
2 WESLEY HILL
3 KEVIN KLINEFELTER
4 MIKE ROSE
5 COLIN MCCRAE
6 DAVE ADAMS
7 DON ROTTMAN
8 GRANT HEANEY
9 VINCE DREW
10 ROB RUGE
11 MARLIES EICHER
12 IAN REES
13 ALAN BLAKE
14 COLIN JOHNSON
15 PETER VERHAGEN
16 TONY KLEMM
17 DON BURNS
18 ANDREW HUMPHRIES
19 ANDREW PHILLIPS
20 ROHAN HOL TKAMP
21 DAVE DRABBLE
22 RAY KINDER
23 RUSSEL DOBSON
24 MIKE HOGAN
25 JOHN MURBY
26 GARY HICKSON
27 CHRIS ANKCORN
28 MATTS WENG
29 HARRY TIMTSCHENKO
30 PETER WESTON
31 MARK DENNIS
32 PETER EICHER
33 NOEL BEAR
34R. VANDERKLOOSTER
35 KNUT KRRKAAS
36 PETER DAVIES
37 LEO ARUNDELL
38 D. RICHARDSON
39 DAVE McCOY
40 COLIN BAILEY
41 IAN O'NEILL

482
1000
910
343
806
343
613
545
837
613
630
613
649
412
337
150
383
876
552
777
343
184
414
132
574
557
750
399
573
102
593
254
107
361
349
337
286
317
111
102
222

665
747
777
580
901
1000
409
727
621
774
580
711
662
665
566
853
480
232
386
798
580
409
363
342
4
342
347
884
522
517
4
597
336
242
314
363
381
299
381
593
566

846
639
452
639
639
639
639
408
362
581
362
413
461
639
578
483
581
348
530
686
639
578
580
585
585
517
401
580
408
408
515
222
483
483
483
509
362
408
585
581
0

966
762
790
1000
720
490
454
563
786
180
583
421
386
180
583
448
468
65
321
621
0
438
259
511
0
219
4
471
307
231
133
219
217
4
425
180
269
248
217
4
358

143
112
129
157
169
129
150
129
117
129
111
129
131
111
111
111
129
26
111
0
112
111
79
100
193
111
0
0
100
70
130
87
101
1
0
135
72

113
0
0
88

1000
913
629
930
539
641
569
850
448
345
663
573
286
664
501
551
552
840
566
0
666
567
496
569
570
95
509
0
9
95
390
9
95
95
0
0
95
0
9
0
9

1000
593
766
746
620
989
971
618
598
892
584
587
758
657
587
570
621
775
652
0
541
566
583
536
758
746
568
0
0
570
7
512
512
572
0
7
7
0
0
0
7

5102
4627
4376
4295
4275
4197
3756
3721
3630
3455
3362
3308
3246
3217
3124
3102
3095
3093
3007
2882
2704
2689
2623
2598
2597
2487
2415
2334
1919
1829
1772
1717
1668
1594
1571
1531
1472
1385
1303
1280
1250

Skysailor needs good photos!

Preferably black and white
but colour is OK
Put your name and address on the
back and we'll return them after use.
Send them to The Editor
P.O. Box 400
Prahran Vic 3181
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AIRBORN!
THE HANG GLIDING
TRAINING VIDEO
Produced by hte Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, AIRBORN!
is an essential training aide for all instructors, clubs and student
pilots.
AIRBORN! takes the new pilot from first day ground handling and
straight glides, through to the pre-soaring stage, clearly demonstrating and explaining all the correct basic techniques and skills.
The video will also serve as an ideal motivational tool, as it ends up
with several minutes of exciting freestyle action filmed at Stanwell
Park.

1.-------------------

I ORDER FORM
I Please Rush ME
COPIES OF AIRBORN! AT $55 EACH
I
I I ENCLOSE BANK CHEOUE/MONEY ORDER ETC. FOR $
I NAME ------------------------------------: ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I - PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE
- ONLY VHS AVAILABLE
I RETURN
TO :
I HGFA, SUITE
508 , 161 GLOUCESTER ST.,SYDNEY, 2000
FEB R U A R Y
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AUSTRALIAN X/C LEAGUE 1988/89
These are the standings at 4th January 1989

Len Paton

NSW

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

GeoffTulioch

OLD

Wayne Lee

OLD

Grant Heany

VIC

Don Rottman

VIC

Chris McDonald

NSW

Scott Tucker

OLD

Chris Charters

SA

Sue Hansen

SA

Colin MacRae

VIC

Birgit Svens

SA

Gary Davie

OLD

Fit 1

Fit 2

91.7 Dc
295
108.1 Dc
348
67.0Gc
338
72.0 Dc
232
26.1 Gc
132
30.4 Rc
268
30.4 Rc
268
106.5 Dc
343
88.6 Dc

71 .2 Dc

SA

Gerry Gerus

OLD

Alan Beavis

VIC

Ian Rees

VIC

Andrew Humphries

WA

Dave Evans

OLD

Michael Cabalzar

OLD

Rohan Holtkamp

VIC

Greg Wilson

NSW

Calen McLeod

OLD

Warren Warrick

OLD

Jennifer Baker
Michael Farrell
Fritz Gewerth
Michael Duffy
Dave Knights
Col Millard

SA
NSW
WA
WA
SA
SA

61 .3 Dc
197
26.1 Gc
132
20.6 Gc
104
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
26.1 Gc
132
52.2 Dc
168
80.2 Dc

285

258

76.8 Dc
247
30.4 Rc
268
47.3 Gc
239
17.2 Dc

52.8 Dc
170
23.3 Gc
118
31 .6 Dc
102
30.4 Rc
268

55
Pete Bolton

229

84.5Gc
427
26.1 Gc
132
14.1 Dc
45
110.1 Dc
355
26.1 Gc
132
61 .9Gc
313
61 .9
313
16.1 Dc
52
40.0 Gc
202
17.2 Dc
55
16.1 Dc

Fit 3

FIt4

109.5 Dc
353
135.0 Dc
435
26.1 Gc
132
50.0 Dc
161
30.4 Rc
268
26.1 Gc
132
30.3 Gc

153
19.8 Gc

100
32.6 Gc
165
48.5 Dc

156
26.1 Gc
132
28.3 Dc
91
22.5 Dc
68

74.0 Rc
653
63.7Gc
322
30.4 Rc
268
47.5 Dc

16
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COMP TION
CALE DER

1302

30.4 Rc
268
38.4 Gc

194

50

20.1 Gc
101
34.7 Dc
104

32.0 Dc

153

Total

1530

35.4 Dc
114
63.7Gc
322
23.3 Gc
118
15.6 Dc

103

984
972
918

776
757
715

708
24.4 Gc
123
10.1 Dc

32.0 Dc

33

103

696
654

23.9 Dc

77

509

18.0 Dc

58

449

89 NATIONALS - Mt Buffalo area. 23
Jan - 3 Feb 1989. 130 pilots max .
including Internationals.
Portland Fly-in (VIC) 28 - 30 January,
1989. Contact Jeff Venner on (052)
334541 for further details,

427
17.2 Dc

37.4 Dc

26.1 Gc
132

34.2 Dc
110
21 .0 Dc
68

24.5 Dc
79

14.1 Dc
45

22.5 Dc
72

55

120

417

34.9 Dc
112

357

Mt Widgee Competition. (SE Old)
16th - 27th March 1989,Camping available. Contact Jack Nash. 7 Llmanite Ave
Rainbow Beach 4581, Ph 071 863166

355
328
313
313
46.5 Dc

33.5 Dc

150

108

AUSTRALIAN X/C LEAGUE
1988/89
Send $5 entry fee to

310
202

55

55

Categories are

FitS

Chris McDonald
22 Crown Street
BELMONT 2280
NSW

52

(049) 454 294

- 3.22 points per Km
Open Distance
- 5.05 points per Km
G
Nominated Goal
- 8.81 points per Km
Out & Return
R
_ 8.72 points per Km
T
Triangle
c
Completed Task
u
Uncompleted Task

FEB R U A R Y
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It is the best of five flights with a maximum of three in anyone category. The
first line is the distance flown in Km and
the second line is the points awarded for
the flight.
Flight details should be forwarded within
one month of the flight.

AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS

Pty. Ltd.
UNIT 12 / 30 KALAROO ROAD
REDHEAD,N.S. W.2290
AUSTRALIA
PHONE (049) 499 072
FAX
(049) 499 395
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Red Yellow White Dacron T.E.

$490

Fully faired, White Dacron
"Planters Peanuts" -- good condition

$490

Blue Black White
" Well Used"

$350

Blue l.E. , Rainbow U.S. + White
Very good condition (late model)

$1800

Blue and White
"Good first glider"

$1250

Pink S'Kote l. Edge, Fluoro Pink U.S.
White Dacron T.E. Vey Good Condition
(last of the GTR standard models)

$1750

Dark Blue and White, Fully Faired
"Demo Glider"

$2650

Brown Black White

$1300

MOYES 162 WORLD BEATER
Grey S'Kote l.E.
Kevlar 1 Dacron T.E.
Swan Lite Glider Winner of State and National C'Ships

$3400

Second Hand Harnesses from $50

FEB R U A R Y
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HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND
INFLUENCE PEOPLE
Once upon a south easterly there was a
young pilot called Geoff who had in his
possession a hang glider built for two.
Noticing the wind looked nice for a flight at
one of his favourite sites, he called his
good friend Tor and convinced him that to
be airborne would be a truly awe-inspiring
thing. Geoff loaded the car, fetched Tor
and off they went to Stanwell Park. On the
way Geoff told Tor all about the glory of
free flight, but Tor just groaned with boredom, as Geoff had already mouthed off on
the subject many times before. In fact, he
had some doubts about the whole idea, but
Geoff's experience and enthusiasm gave
Torthe slight hope that maybe he wouldn't
plunge to his death. Little did he know what
was to follow.
They arrived in a steady drizzle which
dampened their hopes only slightly less
than the glider and waited . Sure enough,
after a while, the rain let up and they
dashed around getting the kite, a Meteor
190, into readiness. Unfortunately Geoff
had forgotten the fact that both harnesses
needed carabiners, and as the rain had
started up again they dropped the almost
airworthy glider and retired to the relative
dryness of the HR to mope. After a bit of
grumbling, Tor and Geoff noticed that the
rain was letting up again, so Geoff approached some Austrian pilots who were
sensible enough not to be using the flying
paraphernalia and managed to borrow a
Carabiner. Now they had everything except two helmets, and being an irresponsible type, Geoff gave his to Tor and didn't
bother about his own less-than-perfect
head.

being impatient to get airborne he tucked
the knowledge into a section of his brain
responsible for the unimportant bits.
They trundled off the hill with some assistance and no second thoughts, and although it was a bit of a knee scraper, it
wasn't an altogether hopeless launch.
Geoff got into prone and realised all was
not hunky dory when he noticed how high
his head was and how low his feet were.
Although it wasn't an ideal position, he still
had good control and so got Tor to get into
prone too .
As this was happening they seemed to be
slowly losing height, so Geoff turned the
glider left, away from the landing area in
search of better lift on the East Face. Had
the wind been East, as it was prior to
launch they would have found it, but alas it
wasn't and so they didn't. Realising that
they weren't going to ascend to the heavens, Geoff turned the glider for the safety
of the beach. They were 50-1 00 feet below
launch and just about to the edge of the

The rain looked like it mightn't hold back for
long, so Geoff dashed about readying
things and telling Tor what he should and
shouldn't do before shoving him in his
harness. This was where trouble started,
as Geoff had been so busy making sure
Tor was comfortable with the workings of
his harness, that he forgot to check that his
own was on properly. Meanwhile the wind ,
which had been perfect when they
emerged from the Holden, had started to
drop off and swing south. Geoff thought
that it was only dropping off slightly and

18
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cliffs. Suddenly things didn't look so good.
It seemed that the beach was a bit far
away, and they were now sinking quite
rapidly!
"Are we going to reach the beach?" asked
Tor. No answer. Geoff was trying to figure
that one out himself.
"Shit" muttered Geoff as he realised that
they were in fact definitely not going to
reach the beach. Then he said; "Don't
worry" in a vain attempt to reassure himself, although he was convinced he was
talking to Tor.
The sea and lower cliffs were now getting
too close for comfort, so Geoff was forced
to make the decision to put them in the
scrub just above the cliffs directly below
take-off. He picked a nice looking bush
and armed the glider at it for an up-theface landing. Tor refrained from saying
anything witty, which was a relief to Geoff,
who was busy pushing the bar out with all
his might and hoping to hell the glider

Rob Ruge at deep fine leg - Eungella
Photo - C.McDonald

1 989

would be okay. After all, he had spent a lot
of time and money getting it airworthy and
this was only his third two-up in the stupid
thing.

been reversed it's highly likely Geoff and
Tor would have just stood on top making
sarcastic comments about what idiots they
were . Geoff was a little afraid they might
try and give him the earbashing he deserved, but they were decent chaps and
kept their comments to themselves.

Into the rather largish bush they crashed
(or landed, as Geoff would have liked to
put it). One of the uprights broke the footthick trunk of the bush and bent itself at the
same time, and they rustled to a halt. After
reassuring each other that they were okay,
Tor and Geoff extricated themselves from
the tangled mess of the now deceased
bush. Geoff breathed a sigh of relief when
he inspected the glider and realised that
the upright was probably the only damaged part. Actually it had been a very
chivalrous upright, throwing itself into the
trunk of the bush to absorb the impact it's
flesh and blood flying buddies might have
otherwise felt.

When they all finally got to the road it was
clogged with cars - some with gliders on
their roofs, and some with sirens. Geoff
wanted to shrink and disappear, as he was
feeling both guilty and embarrassed - a
most unpleasant mix of emotions. Torwas
standing around with a slightly dazed
expression on his face, until a zealous
paramedic took his pulse and blood pressure, which were both high . He seemed
slightly peeved that anyone could suspect
him of suffering from something as spineless as shock. Geoff grinned and his ego
inflated a little when the paramedic, after
ascertaining that his blood wasn't doing
any1hing unusual, said
"You're a cool customer". What a wanker.

Soon four or five pilots had descended the
hill to help Tor and Geoff get the glider out
of the scrub, packed up and carried out,
which was very kind of them. Had the roles

by Geoff Martin.

Tony Dennis Sqeezes an hour
after work

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (071) 459185
UPRIGHT TUBING - STRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1 - 3 lengths Aust. wide - $14
INSTRUMENTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Wrist ALTIMETERS from $45 to $188
VARlO - The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable
Price - thousands in use with approx. 99%
Reliability - Zero set, Sink Alarm Trip Point
and Sensitivity all adjustable externally.
12 Months Warranty. $298
Quick clamp Mounting Kit $25
PARACHUTES, POD HARNESSES, A.S.Ls
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles

BUSH BUSINESS
SO , like usyou have a great hill to fly off, say 1,0000r 1,200 feet
high, much better than Stanwell , but unlike Stanwell it doesn't
have an asphalt road to the top. If you are like us you can get
a4 wheel drive three-quarters or four-fifths of the way upwhich
just leaves the real steep part althe top to carry your glider and
pod up. But, if like us it is really steep and rocky and covered
with trees then try this cheap solution .
Scrounge or buy a coil of2.5 mm high tensile fence wire (1500
metres long) enough for a dozen sites, then anchor one end to
a tree at the top of the ridge and the other end to a tree down
at the 4 x 4. Tie it up the trees about 10-14 feet. Strain it tight,
then clip a pulley over the wire and attach the nose of your
glider via a snap hook. Now pick up the tail of your glider and
push it up the hill with the wire taking most of the weight.
At first we tried it with pulleys front and back and attached a
piece of rope and tried to pull it up, but this proved too hard so
the above method was found to work really well .
All that is needed is a detachable pulley that is kept in your pod
just in case you need to carry your glider back down the hill if
the wind goes off. It's a bit hard to do if the pulley is left on the
wire and let run back down thewire to the bottom , also the one
pulley can be used at a number of different sites that have a
wire run up the face. This saves your back for shearing and
such .
Ross Williams
15510
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

QUEENSLAND

Notice to Pilots
Launch - Rosins - Beechmont, Gold
Coast.
This launch and some of the property
below launch is owned by Mr Barney Pluthero who has been kind enough to allow
us to have access to his property to launch
for some years now.
To assure Mr Pluthero of our goodwill
toward him, local pilots and visiting pilots
intending to fly from Rosins in the future
are required by OHGA to sign waivers.
Waiver forms will be available through the
Nobby Area Club, OHGA and Wayne Lee.
If possible try to get a group together and
in that way we can save on postage etc ..
Wayne Lee
26 Tirring Street
Nerang 4211
(075) 584267

KILLARNEY·· Photo by Wayne Lee
MT WIDGEE COMPETITION - to be held
on Saturday 16 March to Sunday 27 March
1989 during the OLD school holidays; Sth
East OLD comp being for the whole 9
days.
It is an open comp, split into A and B grade
and on the National ladder.
It will be photo turn points and pilots will
need : altimeter, vario , parachute and radio
communication , plus camera.
Camping is available at the Widgee show
grounds at cheap rates, also evening
meals and drinks.
Entrance Fee - $80
Payable to Jack Nash
7 Almanite Ave
RAINBOW BEACH 4581
(071) 863166
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NEW SOUTH WALES
1989 Executive of the NSW Hang
Gliding Association is:
President:
Steve Moyes
Denis Clancy
Vice Pres:
Ben Leonard
Secretary:
Judi deGroot
Treasurer:
Competitions
Officer:
Ian Hird
SafetyfTraining
Officer:
Rob deGroot
...

Copies of the 1988 Annual Report and
minutes of the AGM are available on
application to NSWHGA, R508/161
Gloucester St . Sydney 2000.
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VICTORIANS

EXPAND

Hello Victorians

YOUR SALES BASE

BY
ADVERTISING IN SKYSAILOR,
REACHING NEARLY 2000
SPORTS ORIENTED PEOPLE
FOR BARGAIN PRICES:

$225

BACK COVER

$150

FULL PAGE

$75

HALF PAGE

$40

QUARTER PAGE

TYPESETTING CAN ALSO BE
ARRANGED
Write to :

The Editor
P.O. Box 400
Prahran, Vic 3181

Hello Ross, all of us Victorians wish you a
speedy and easy recovery from your illness. Keep the courage up boy and enjoy
Skysailor! Also congratulations on the
worst kept secret, about you and Jenny
getting engaged at Christmas .

Quote from NZ paper.
The Waihi Leader.
"The presence of hang gliders and a
helicopter at Waihi Beach last week
appears to be for recreational purposesonl{The hang gliders spent
some time hovering over the Orokawa
Scenic Reserve and locals wondered if
it was a police operation to check possible cannabis plantations."

Steve Ruffels flying school is busy pumping out the students, Heather, Steve, Wall
and Kas are all reaching the ridge soaring
stage and Wal may be trying the thermals.
Mike Coburn is fighting back with Brendon
and Tony who are at the dual training
stage.

We have reason to believe it was WA
pilot Helmut Schrodel- and mate Tony
Belcher

One last thing to report. Leo Arundell
would like everyone to beware if they are
trying to follow Peter Verhagen because
he can climb out in sink!

"<,:,:,<,:<,.,.,,.,
Reg-u-Iater

flight by Geoff Loyns in an Enterprise Wings
160B Racer.

OVERSEAS NEWS
SPANISH FLYER
An enterprising young Spanish hang glider
pilot has been earning big bucks towing
commercial banners over coastal tourist
resorts . Recently a porno mag. paid him to
tow a large banner shaped like a condom for
the edification of the suntanners on the beach,
but it had to have a hole in the business end of
it, which upsetthe purists. It was a sensation .
(UK "Wings" Nov 88)
IS IT A TRIKE?
The Swedes are tinkering with a new power
attachment for hang gliders, called The
Mosquito. It is basically a pod type harness
with a frame work in the tail to hold a small
1OOcc motor, andwitha31 trfuel tank attached
to the top of the uprights . The keel is
shortened for prop clearance, but all else in
normal. Total weight is 20kg and it gives a
300fpm climb rate. It enables a no-wind
flatland take-off and is a one man operation.
Some Aussies have been doing this for
several years now, that is pondering how it
could be done and what officially it would be
regarded as. (UK "Wings" Nov 88)

19 .67kms in September in thermal conditions and
with a height gain of 3,OOOfl. The world duration
record is currently held by Frenchman Jean Yves
Fauste.
BRAZILIAN LA BAMBA
If you happen to be in South America in the next
few months, you will find top flight hang gliding
competitions in Argentina in the New Year; in
Chile from 7-15 January, then in Venezuela and in
Brazil, with $20,000 prize money in February and
then in Mexico from 5-12 March. We would like to
send an official Australian team especially to the
Brazilian meet, but this will depend on
sponsorship finance. Any suggestions? (UK
"Wings" Nov 88)

LONG DISTANCE LARRY
Larry Tudor set a new Open Distance record of
391.5kms in July flying a customized Wills Wing
HP 11. He flew from Horseshoe Launch,
overlooking Lone Pine, California, up the Owens
Valley to about 51 kms north of Austin , Nevada in
9 hours 50 minutes, so breaking Joe Bostik's
364 .5km record. The last 5 hours of his flight,
mostly between 16 and 18,OOOft, was without
oxygen and radio, but with a tailwind of 20mph .

POMYPARAS
Michael Camet and Robbie Whittall, the 19
year old British HG League Champion , flying
French lTV GEMMA paragliders , flew

A week earlier Larry set a new Declared Out-&Back record of 309kms from Horseshoe to
Boundary Peak and back in eight and threequarter hours. This almost doubled the record set
in 1983 of 172kms. He was accompanied on the

This means Tudor now holds all four FAI men's
world records, having done 349kms Declared
Distance-to-Goal in June '87 and an Altitude
Gain record of 14,250fl. He also holds two
Tandem records, a Distance of 162kms, and
an Altitude Gain of 10,450fl. Not bad for a boy
of33 .
Larry is a fulltime salaried pilot and demo man
for Wills Wing, the largest US hang glider
manufacturer. He was placed 6th in the
World's at Buffalo in February and is in the US
Team for Switzerland next June. He's now
aiming for a distance of 300ml (482.8km) ,
which is the highest Distance Award (the
Diamond) for sailplanes.
Geoff Loyns is no slouch, either. Flying his
160B Racer he set a new Open Distance
Record for British Pilots in June in Arizona,
flying 313kms to best John Fendry's record of
299kms set in '83. Geoff said it was easy, with
15-16,OOOft thermals all the way . (US Hang
Gliding, September88.
LOOPYLOOPERS
John Pendry reports that consecutive loops is
the current craze in America. The record now
stands atan incredible 42 consecutive loops in
a hang glider, set by John Heiney launching
from a balloon. The day before Mitch Macleer
did 35 consecutive loops from 12,500fth , the
last one pulling straight into the landing area.
So fellas , ... (UK Wings, November 88).
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QUEENSLAND
COCOON HARNESS - Red,
large size - will suit pilot 5'10"
and over. In as new condition
- $120 ONO. Phone Ron Barnett (07) 2092126
FOIL 160B - Yellow and gold
under surface. Red leading
edge - $2,000
PROBE II Upright $25 - Phone
Andy Odgers (07) 3492321
NEW SOUTH WALES
GTS 170 Must sell. Yellow and
cheap, cheap - $650
MIGHTY MEGGA III RACE Dark blue LIE with silver nose
cone - two titles to it's credit one owner, little old ladey (CX
animal) first to fly will buy $650. Phone Ross Duncan
(049) 431400
FOIL RACER 160B Oct comp
special- Trilam LIE - TIE Kekar
- Hot flyer - $3,200. Phone
(049) 499072 BH
(049)
497329 AH.
FOIL 166 (1986 model) - White
top surface, Red LIE rainbow
undersurface - excellent condition, only 50 hours airtime,
includes batten profile, owners
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manual, standard bag plus
custom made waterproff glider
bag and two spar uprights $1,800.
COCOON HARNESS - medium size - Blue (Stanwell
soaring centre) with chute
pocket, camera and carry
pockets - includes separate
backpack carry bag - $100.
PA BACK-UP CHUTE - uncluding owners manual. Excellent condition - $300.
AL TIMETERIVARIO - Lindsay
Ruddock type digital altimeter
10' increments to 10,000 feet,
and log and audio vario with
variable sink alarm and
bracket. 15x8x5cm 480 grams
includes user manual - excellent condition - $400.
CB HAND HELD RADIOS realistic 3 watt 4 channel - includes mic, aerial, nicad batteries, owners manual and
bracket for glider. 2 unites $100 each.
HELMET 'APOLLO' bicycle
type - $30. Phone Wayne or
Kathy (044) 487511 (Shoalhaven Heads Photographics)
Cohen Super II, Blue and gold
, Top condition - $offers.
Phone:
Noel Sims (02) 639 8640

Eds note: Collectors Item.
Mars 170 (nov) $1000 - Con
Papas Phone (02) 5586793

mont, white trailing edge.
Flown by little lady on Sunday's
only - $1 ,200. Phone Karen
Haigh (03) 7493219.

GTR 162 RACE (int) 30 hours
airtime, green and gold, spare
faired upright, realistic 40
chanel CB + 3 wattt 3 chanel
hand held used only twice.
Going O.S. so best offer $offers Phone (042) 94 1352

Phantom 170, A real performer! Totally modified with
new camber, keel post and
deep A Frame. handles like a
dream! Best offer or swap for a
carabiner.
Phone Road Runner

VICTORIA

Mars 170 (PR1) Blue L.E. and
white T.E. 10 hours airtime,
excellent condition suit beginner $1,300. also Coccon Harness around 5'10"
, flush parachute container and
ballast bag, folds into backpack, excellent condition $100
Phone clive (03) 728 1275
(A.H .)

"Closing Down Sale"
MOYES MISSILE 200 - (Int),
W I spare B/Bar incl. S/bar and
bat. trace . Suit 15 stone plus or
for 2-up - needs new k/post $7000NO.
CHUTE B.U.S. Mk II - w /extra
length bridle - $200
MOYES COCOON HARNESS
- Black, suit 6'-6'2" GC - $100.
SKY SPORTS SUPINE HARNESS - with mods, incl chest
mounte chute container $150.
ALTIMETER - 200 ft incr to
30,000' - includes mounting to
ordinary u/rights - $50. (The
Lot $1,000). Phone Robert
(059) 961082.
ACME DO IT YOURSELF
HANG GLIDING KIT - Blue
canvas, grey poles, includes
wheels and sail sticks. used
once, complete with Road
Runner cook book, never
used. $5.00 or swap for cartoon contract. Phone Wyl. E.
Coyote
GTR 162 FULL RACE (int) silver grey, light blue, white.
Well cared for glider - $2,300.
Phone Ian Haigh (03) 7493219
MOYES MARS 170 (Nov) Red UE, red with white dia-

Mission 150 (Nov) 112 hour
airtime, brand new glider, Dark
Blue L.E. Turqoise U.S. genuine reasons for sale. $2,500
ono
Phone (057)551724

WING MOUNT
ATTACHES EASILY TO :THE CROSSBAR: through the double surfa ce
inspection zip :
THE KEEL: the extension allows this ev en on
enclosed keel gliders .
AEROFOIL UPRIGHTS: attaches firml y to the side of
uprights .

The wing mount uses a
top quality ball mount
to enable y ou to pi v ot
the camera to the
desired position .
Method of
Attachment :300mm velcro straps
sewn back to bac k for
easy and solid
attachment, a few
seconds is all it takes.
Price: -

550.00

+ $2.00 Pos t & Pac kin g

R. HIBBERD
P O Box 6 16, Charle sto wn N.S.W . 2290 .

TASMANIA
MINI LlTECK VARIO - with
quick clamp "top va rio" bought
"Flight Deck" - $230. Save
$100. Phone Bruce Crevar (003) 561393 (will be at nationals till 6/2/89)
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Gyro 160 II (Nov) Red and
white, excellent condition , Low
hours $1,400. Phone Color
Sharon (088) 273218
Magic III 166 - Good condition,
sandwich sail with no flutter,
Blue L.E. blue striped U./S.
Only $1000 ono. Will freight.
Phone Paul (086) 823183

Andy Watson at Seaford, SA.
Photo by Peter Bolton
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FLATLANDS '89
Carl 8raden scored a convincing
victory against Australia's best pilots and
gliders at Parkes.
Winning three days out of seven and
never relinquishing first place, this result
was made all the better by his fellow
pilots' performances.
Martin Vine (Fail 160 Kevlar Racer)
took the 18' grade and placed 8th overall
with Jenny Ganderton winning the Womens and placing 11th.
With Russell Duncan, Guy Hubbard
and Knut Von Hentig also placing in the
top twelve, the Foil Racer showed once
more why it is THE Cross Country Glider.

ACLEAN SWEEP

1 /189 PARKES ST

FOIL RACER
THE WORLD CHAMPION'S CHOICE

